SAUCE AUSCITAINE, OR DUCK FAT BÉARNAISE
by Christopher Lee

I learned this sauce from the great chef André Daguin, whom I had the delight of cooking with some years ago.
He and his close friend and co-conspirator, Jean, arrived in Berkeley, hungry after a long flight. It was late, and
dinner service was finished. We set a table for them in center of the kitchen, next to the pastry marble. I
disappeared into the cooler and began to rummage around for something restorative to feed them. To my surprise,
and pleasure, they followed me right into the refrigerator, just to have a look; these were professional chefs, after
all, and they wanted to see for themselves who we were, what we cooked, what was in our larder. I had been
curing meats for some time and just inside the door of the cooler was a wooden ceiling rack where I hung the
meats on metal rungs to cure. They swung low, and you had to duck your head to avoid being knocked in the
forehead by an aging, fat-covered ham.
When the two friends saw the jambons secs, they lit up, all traces of the wearying trip suddenly gone. They
discussed the hams animatedly, felt them probingly, and turned them over and around, inspecting them minutely.
Then, as cooks do, they inhaled the ham’s scent deeply, repeatedly, again and again. André pulled a ham down
and hauled it outside to a worktable to investigate further, to see what it really smelled like, away from the cold.
He did this without asking if I minded in any way, knowing by now we were of the same cabal, and that I
understood him. We’d been in each other’s presence for perhaps 10 minutes. We were friends.
André asked for a carving knife and with great precision trimmed the outside of the ham. After the surface of
the largest muscle was clean, he cut thin slices, which he passed on the tip of the threateningly large knife to his
friend, Jean. Again, a close, drawn out inspection, with lots of deeply inhaled breaths and snorts. I eventually
got them to sit down to eat. They wanted nothing else than that ham, which they discussed endlessly while cutting
slices from it, layering it on our levain bread. I won’t say they nearly ate the entire ham, a large round levain
loaf, drank a second bottle of red wine, if only to help them finish some well-aged cheese. I will say only that they
did well.
Over the next week, M. Daguin showed us the food of Gascony, and all its riches. Duck fat béarnaise remains
one of my favorites, rich and delicious. Many cooks think egg sauces are difficult to make, but they are not; in
fact, they are easier than homemade mayonnaise. This one is superb with grilled meats, especially duck breast,
and a deep red wine, like the Syrah from Faury.
3 minced shallots
5-6 stems of fresh tarragon
(save the leaves for later)
10 mint leaves
1/2 cup red wine vinegar

1 tablespoon red wine
A little sea salt
3-4 peppercorns
3 egg yolks
1 cup warm duck fat

Reduce by 3/4 the vinegar, wine, shallots, tarragon stems, mint leaves. Strain, and when warm,
but not hot, whisk in the egg yolks. Return to lowest heat and whisk while yolks heat; mind
this carefully so they don’t curdle. When slightly foamy, whisk in the fat in a thin stream, as
for mayonnaise, to form a thick emulsion. Keep in a warm spot but not over a flame until
ready to serve.
Christopher Lee is a former head chef of Chez Panisse and Eccolo in Berkeley and co-founder of the Pop-Up
General Store in Oakland, California. Read his blog at http://oldfashionedbutcher.blogspot.com.

